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Xilinx Research Labs, 2100 Logic Drive, San Jose, CA 95124 email: [email protected] the video encoder is defined and translated into an HDL description. The positive effect of the early optimizations is demonstrated on the waveforms of the RTL simulation. The resulting implementation achieves a high degree of concurrency, efficiently uses embedded memory combined with a burst-oriented access to external memory. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section briefly introduces the MPEG-4 video encoding scheme. Section 3 describes the systematic design and extended test methodology used during the development of the video encoder. Section 4 focuses on the high-level optimizations applied prior to the architecture selection and HDL translation of Section 5. Their effect is evaluated at RTL level in Section 6 and implementation results are listed. The conclusions in the last section complete the paper.



ABSTRACT The improving resolutions of new video appliances continuously increase the throughput requirements of video codecs and complicate the challenges encountered during their cost-efficient design. We propose an FPGA implementation of a high-performance MPEG-4 video encoder. The fully dedicated video pipeline is realized using a systematic design approach and exploits the inherent functional parallelism of the compression algorithm. The effect of memory and algorithmic optimizations applied at the high-level are measured on the RTL description. The resulting MPEG-4 video encoder efficiently uses the FPGA blockRAMs, uses burst oriented accesses to external memory and supports real-time processing of 30 4CIF frames per second.
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Modern FPGA are heterogeneous devices with embedded processors, embedded memory and programmable logic [1]. They offer a powerful vehicle to implement advanced multimedia algorithms and sustain high throughputs. To exploit the capabilities of the FPGA, the designer has to develop a suited HDL description mapping the application efficiently to the resources of the device and meeting the specifications for throughput and area. Achieving real-time high-resolution video compression requires special attention to the memory system, more specifically to the bandwidth between the system core and the external RAM [2], [3]. The achieved throughput and silicon area of the encoder core solely do not completely determine the cost-efficiency of the implementation. Only when integrated in a full system, the total cost can be evaluated. Consequently, also the bandwidth and size of the off-chip memory need to be taken into account. In this paper, we describe the implementation of a Simple Profile MPEG-4 video encoder capable of processing 30 4CIF frames per second together with the applied systematic design approach. Algorithmic tuning is first combined with memory optimizations at the high (C) level to break the data bottleneck typically present in multimedia systems. Only then, the pipeline architecture of
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Fig. 1.



Functional view of an MPEG-4 video encoder



2. MPEG-4 VIDEO CODING The MPEG-4 part 2 video codec [4] belongs to the class of lossy hybrid video compression algorithms [5]. Fig. 1. gives a high-level view of the encoder. A frame is divided in macroblocks, each containing 6 blocks of 8x8 pixels: 4 luminance and 2 chrominance blocks (Fig. 2. ). The Motion Estimation (ME) exploits the temporal redundancy by searching for the best match for each new input block in the previously reconstructed frame. The motion vectors define
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this relative position. The remaining error information after Motion Compensation (MC) is decorrelated spatially using a DCT transform and is then Quantized (Q). The inverse operations Q-1 and IDCT (completing the texture coding chain) and the motion compensation reconstruct the frame as generated at the decoder side. Finally, the motion vectors and quantized DCT coefficients are variable length encoded. Completed with video header information, they are structured in packets in the output buffer. A rate control algorithm sets the quantization degree to achieve a specified average bitrate and to avoid over or under flow of this buffer. 0
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to their communication type (detailed by using comments). 4. HDL translation: describes the functionality of all blocks in VHDL and tests each module including its communication separately to verify the correct behavior. 5. Integration: gradually combines multiple functional blocks until the complete systems is simulated and mapped on the target platform. 3.2. Design and Test Concepts Two key aspects form the basis for this systematic design approach: (i) a limited and fixed set of communication primitives to enable the separation of communication and computation and (ii) a central role of a high-level (e.g. ANSI C) description of the multimedia application. Together they enable the individual development and testing of a single functional module by cutting it out of the system at the borders of its I/O (i.e. the functional block and its communication primitives). More details are given in [6].



Marcoblock structure containing 6 8x8 blocks (4 luminance Y and 2 chrominance U,V)



3. SYSTEMATIC DESIGN AND TEST APPROACH
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Realizing a complex algorithm like video codecs on heterogeneous devices requires a systematic design approach to achieve an implementation that efficiently uses the FPGA resources and meets the requirements of throughput and size. The proposed methodology starts from a reference specification, provided by a standard committee (like MPEG) or by a research group of the company. Memory optimizations and algorithmic tuning first tackle the data bottleneck at the high-level (C). Then, a suited architecture is defined and translated in an HDL description. The next subsections present the different steps in the design approach and its key aspects.
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Fig. 3. The isolation of a functional module and its I/O (communication primitives) completely characterizes the unit and enables its individual development and testing.



The limited but sufficient set of communication primitives has multiple instantiations: a software model and a corresponding HDL description. Three types of I/O are supported: (1) point-to-point FIFOs for module configuration data with rapid variation (e.g., scalars adapted for every processed block of data) or for blocks of data (e.g. a small size array); (2) shared data, usually for medium size and large arrays and (3) parameters for configuration settings with slow variation (e.g., scalars changing on frame basis). At the RTL-level, the different functional units operating in parallel are synchronized in an implicit way using the dataflow concepts supported by the point-to-point FIFO queues. Only the presence of a token allows the consumer to proceed, otherwise it is stalled. The depth of the queue determines the blocking of the producers, which are blocked as long as the FIFO is full. The size of the shared memories needs to be determined correspondingly for correct operation.



3.1. Design Steps 1. Pruning and complexity analysis: pruning restricts the reference code to the required functionality given a particular application profile. An initial complexity analysis identifies bottlenecks and points out the first candidates for optimization. 2. High-level Optimization: reduces the overall complexity with a memory centric focus. In this way, the data transfer between different functional units and the memory footprint are minimized. Additionally, the code is simplified and cleaned. 3. Partitioning and C functional structure: derives the system architecture (including the memory hierarchy) and modifies the C model to closely reflect the selected structure: (i) a C function corresponds to a functional block and (ii) function variables are grouped according
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The golden specification of the system results from the high-level optimization and the code restructuring to match the selected architecture. It provides a description of the different functional modules and defines their I/O (the communication type is marked by using comments). Combined with a test set, consisting of different video sequences at various image sizes, framerates and bitrates, the functional correctness of the algorithm and of its functional blocks can be evaluated at every step of the design. The testing during the HDL development uses two environments: (1) RTL simulation and (2) testing on a prototyping or emulation platform. While the high signal visibility of simulation normally produces long simulation times, the prototyping platform supports much faster and more extensive testing with the drawback of less signal observability. When an error is encountered on the emulation platform, the designer can isolate its position and return to a restricted simulation with higher observability. The separation of communication and computing allows to first test the individual function units as they would behave in the complete system (by isolating the functional block and its I/O, see Fig. 3. ). The golden C specification generates the necessary stimuli to the input side of the communication primitives and the expected results from the output side of the communication primitives. Testing is successful when the generated test output matches the expected output. This approach permits extensive testing of the individual module before system integration.



4.1. Algorithmic Tuning Algorithmic tuning exploits the freedom available at the encoder side to trade a limited amount of compression performance (less than 0.5 dB) for a large complexity reduction. Two types of algorithmic optimization are applied: modifications to enable macroblock based processing and tuning to reduce the required processing for each macroblock. The default Rate-Control (RC) adopted by MPEG-4 makes a one pass sequential encoder impossible as the mean absolute difference of the whole compensation error frame is required as input to the rate-distortion model regulating the quantization degree. This forms a barrier in achieving a macroblock based processing: the texture coding, VLC and bitstream packetization can only start when motion estimation has been performed on all macroblocks of the frame. The development of a predictive rate control, calculating the MAD by only using past information, breaks this restriction. The motion estimation is the well-known implementation bottleneck of a video encoder due to its high computational complexity. A directional squared search motion estimation is developed to minimize the number of searched positions while preserving a good match. It is based on a set of rules common for efficient ME algorithms derived from literature: (1) exploit the spatial correlation and the center based distribution of motion vectors to predict the starting point, (2) evolve on squares in the direction of the best improvement and (3) use early stop criteria when the match is good enough with respect to the quantization level. Additionally, it keeps the search pattern in adjacent positions to improve the data reuse possibilities. The (I)DCT and quantization in the texture coding chain requires many multiplications and additions and hence requires a considerable amount of processing. When the error block holds a low amount of energy, it is likely that the quantization will reduce all these non-relevant coefficients to zero. Such all-zero blocks are called skipped as they do not need texture decoding. The coding status of an error block is only known after the DCT and quantization. For a skipped block the computations in these steps become overhead. Algorithmic tuning predicts the coding status based on statistics of the block available from the ME. Next to skipped blocks, also blocks with only one row or column of non-zero coefficients are discriminated and predicted [8]. The result of this intelligent block processing is a minimized effort in the texture coding, depending on the amount of energy in the error block.



4. HIGH-LEVEL OPTIMIZATION Multimedia applications are typically data dominated [7]. To tackle the resulting bottleneck, algorithmic tuning is combined with dataflow transformations at the high-level. Both optimizations aim at (1) reducing the required amount processing, (2) introducing data locality, (3) minimizing the data transfers (especially to large memories) and (4) limiting the memory footprint. They convert the starting reference MPEG-4 encoder into a macroblock-based compression engine consisting of different functional units with localized processing with a tailored memory hierarchy. The applied optimizations enable an efficient use of the communication primitives. The size of the blocks in the blockFIFO queues is minimized (only blocks or macroblocks), the reconstructed frame shared memory is maximally read once and written once per pixel and its accesses are grouped in bursts. The following subsections summarize the algorithmic and memory optimizations applied to the MPEG-4 encoder. Reference [8] describes these techniques in more detail.



4.2. Memory Optimizations Next to the algorithmic tuning applied to the ME to reduce the number of searched positions, a two-level memory hierarchy (Fig. 4. ) is introduced to limit the number of
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accesses to frame sized memories. As the ME is intrinsically a localized process (i.e. the matching criterion computations repeatedly access the same set of neighboring pixels), the heavily used data is copied from the frame-sized memory to smaller local buffers. This solution is more efficient as soon as the cost of the extra transfers is balanced by the advantage of using smaller memories. The luminance information of the previous reconstructed frame required by the motion estimation/compensation is stored in a bufferY of size 2 u width  3 u 16 u 16 . The search area buffer is a local copy of the values repetitively accessed during the motion estimation. Both chrominance components have a similar bufferU/V to copy the data of the previously reconstructed frame needed by the motion compensation.



primitive. Frame sized memories are only read once and written once per pixel due to the use of buffers containing multiple macroblocks preserving the reference data for the motion estimation and compensation and enabling data reuse. These buffers correspond with the SW model of the shared memory communication primitives. The resulting system structure can be easily pipelined to achieve concurrent operation of the different functional modules. External SRAM
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In this way, the newly coded macroblocks can be immediately stored in the frame memory and a single reconstructed frame is sufficient to support the encoding process. This reconstructed frame memory has a blockbased data organization to enable the burst oriented reads and writes. Additionally, skipped blocks with zero motion vectors do not need to be stored in the single reconstructed frame memory, as its content did not change with respect to the previous frame. To increase data locality, the encoding algorithm is organized to support macroblock-based processing. The motion compensation, texture coding and texture update even work on the block granularity. This leads to block sized and macroblock sized buffers between the different functional units matching the blockFIFO communication primitive. A more detailed description of all memory optimizations is given in [8].
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Fig. 5.



MPEG-4 Video Encoder Pipeline.



The applied memory optimizations minimize the size of the blocks in the FIFO queues and their data transfer rate. The introduced memory hierarchy enables exploiting high performance burst oriented external memory interfacing through a memory controller. The communication primitives used in the selected video pipeline avoid the need for a fast bus that is typically present in hybrid implementations [9]. Additionally, the synchronization of the concurrent processes in this video pipeline is assured by correctly sizing these communication primitives [6]. The software orchestrator calculates the parameters for all functional modules on a frame basis. The proposed encoder architecture matches an FPGA device well as it exploits pipelining at two levels. The available logic allows implementing the concurrency at the functional level, while the registers available in the CLBs allow breaking the critical datapaths in a functional module. Additionally, the on chip blockRAMs support the introduced memory hierarchy.



5. VIDEO PIPELINE ARCHITECTURE AND HDL TRANSLATION The macroblock-based optimized video encoder resulting from the high-level optimization consists of different functional units with localized processing, exchanging data at high transfer rates through arrays of (macro)block size, matching the SW model of the block FIFO communication
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Xilinx Virtex-II FPGA resource consumption and required operation frequency at different levels, encoding the city reference video sequence Throughput Level Operation Frequency # # # block external 32-bit external transfers (frames/s) (MHz) slices mults RAMs memory (106/s) (kB) measured worst case measured worst case 15 QCIF L1 3.2 4.0 8051 16 16 37 0.28 0.29 15 CIF L2 12.9 17.6 8330 16 21 149 1.14 1.14 30 CIF L3 25.6 35.2 8309 16 21 149 2.25 2.28 30 4CIF > L5 100.7 140.6 9000 16 30 594 9.07 9.12



Table 1.



pipelined encoder in regime mode. During the I frame (left side of the dotted line in Fig. 6. ), the error block contains much energy forcing the texture coding to always fully process the block and making it the critical path. During a P frame (right side of the dotted line in Fig. 6. ), the search for a good match in the previous frame is the critical path. The early stop criteria sometimes shorten the amount of cycles required during the motion estimation. When this occurs, often a good match is found, allowing the texture coding to apply its intelligent block processing and also reducing the amount of cycles to process the blocks of the macroblock. In this way both critical paths are balanced (i.e. without the algorithmic tuning of also the texture coding, it would become the new critical path in a P frame). Additionally, a good match leads to a higher amount of skipped blocks with possible zero motion vectors.



6. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS After reorganizing the memory optimized encoder into the golden C specification reflecting the architectural choices, each functional unit is individually translated to HDL using the development and test approach described in Section 3 and [6]. The resulting MPEG-4 SP encoder implementation is mapped on the Xilinx Virtex-II 3000 (XC2V3000-4) FPGA available on the Wildcard-II [10] used as prototyping platform. Table 1. lists the FPGA resource consumption and required operation frequency to sustain the throughput at different MPEG-4 SP levels. As maximally, 62% of the Virtex-II 3000 and 30 blockRAMs are needed, the implementation also fits a cheaper SPARTAN (XC3S1500) FPGA. The current design can be clocked upto 100 MHz supporting 30 4CIF frames per second, exceeding the Level 5 requirements of the MPEG standard [11]. Additionally, the encoder core supports processing of multiple video sequences (for instance 4 times 30 CIF frames per second). The user can specify the required maximum frame size through the use of HDL generics. The internal blockRAMs of the FPGA are used to implement the memory hierarchy and their required amount scale with the maximum frame size. Both the copy controller (filling the bufferYUV and search area, see Fig. 5. ) and the texture update make 32 bit burst accesses (of 64 bytes) to the external memory, holding the reconstructed frame with a block-based data organization. At 30 4CIF frames per second, this corresponds in worst case to 9.2 Mtransfers per second (as skipped blocks are not written to the reconstructed frame, the values of the measured external transfers of Table 1. are lower). In this way, our implementation minimizes the off-chip bandwidth with at least a factor of 3 compared to [3],[9],[12],[13] without embedding a complete frame memory [14],[15]. Additionally, our encoder only requires the storage of one frame in external memory. The algorithmic optimizations of Section 4 reduce the average number of cycles to process a macroblock compared to the worst case (typically around 25%, see Table 1. ). Fig. 6. shows the activity diagram of the



I frame



P frame



Fig. 6. Activity diagram of the video pipeline in regime mode. The texture coding is the critical path in the I frame, motion estimation in the P frame.



Fig. 6. also indicates the high degree of concurrency achieved in the video pipeline, i.e. no stalls occur in the pipeline. Compared to state of the art (Fig. 7. ,[9],[12][15]), the proposed solution achieves a higher throughput at a lower clock frequency (i.e. a larger degree of parallelism). Reference [3] offers HDTV resolution at 81 MHz by solving the motion estimation critical path through the use of 15 matching criterion engines. Our design targeted 4CIF resolution requiring only requires 3 matching criterion engines. The FPGA slice consumption can only be compared to [12] and is significantly smaller.
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Fig. 7.



Throughput comparison of different MPEG-4 SP encoders.



7. CONCLUSION The implementation of a high throughput video encoder efficiently using the resources of a flexible device like an FPGA requires a tailored architecture and a design methodology. This paper describes the systematic development of a MPEG-4 SP video encoder capable of processing 30 4CIF frames per second or multiple lower resolution sequences. Algorithmic optimizations and dataflow transformations are combined at the high level to break the memory bottleneck to: improve data locality, minimize the transfers to external memory and reduce the memory footprint. They enable a video pipeline architecture with a high degree of concurrency, efficiently using the embedded blockRAMs and exploiting burst oriented external memory I/O leading to the theoretical minimum of off-chip accesses. The improvement of the high-level optimizations on the performance of the video encoder is evaluated on the RTL simulation. The video encoder is demonstrated on the Wildcard-II platform.
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